One Bindery Copy exists for each copy on order for each component.
Voyager 9.1: acq_Invoice

Updated: November 2014

Ex Libris Group - Proprietary and Confidential
Current commitments and expenditures in base currency.
Voyager 9.1: acq_line_item_copy_mfhd_history

Updated: November 2014
Retaining patron_id is optional.
HOLD_RECALL_TYPE: H=Hold, R=Recall
REQUEST_LEVEL: T=Title, C=Copy

Voyager 9.1: circ_Holds_&_Recalls
Ex Libris Group - Proprietary and Confidential

Updated: November 2014
HOLD_RECALL_TYPE: H=Hold, R=Recall
REQUEST_LEVEL: T=Title, C=Copy
Voyager 9.1: circ_Patron_Fines_&_Fees

Updated: November 2014
Proxy (one who has permission to check out for others)

Patron (has given others permission to check out materials on this patron record)

**PATRON**

**PATRON_GROUP**

**PATRON_BARCODE**

**PROXY_PATRON**

**PATRON_BARCODE**

**Voyager 9.1: circ_Proxy_Patrons**

Updated: November 2014
CONTROL_TABLE
CONTROL_NAME
CONTROL_VALUE

LOGIN_AUDIT_TRAIL
LOGIN_USER_ID
OPERATOR_ID
INVALID_ATTEMPT_TIME
LOCKOUT_COUNTER
LOCKOUT_TIME
WORKSTATION_ID

OPERATOR
OPERATOR_ID
FIRST_NAME
MIDDLE_INITIAL
LAST_NAME
PASSWORD
CREATE_DATE
CREATE_OPID
MODIFY_DATE
MODIFY_OPID
NEVER_EXPIRE
MANUAL_EXPIRE
INVALID_LOGIN_TIME
LOCKOUT_TIME
LOCKOUT_COUNTER

OPERATOR_PASSWORD
OPERATOR_ID
PASSWORD
PASSWORD_DATE